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ANDRE CHIANG

DEKTON. UNLIMITED.
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At Restaurant André, we pride ourselves in the food we
serve so it’s important that our facilities and environment
make for an effective and efficient space.
I especially love Dekton’s multi-faceted properties
like its resistance to stains, heat and scratches
which are important aspects to look for in a commercial
kitchen. Another plus is Dekton’s wide variety of designs
and colours that ensures the products are in sync with
my design philosophy.

www.dekton.com

F CosentinoAsia W youtube.com/CosentinoTV

COSENTINO CITY SINGAPORE, 34/35 Duxton Road, Singapore 089499. P: +65 6713 9543

the editor’s note

Dear Readers
2016 is coming to an end! Has the year been kind to you? It has been a good
one here at Bathroom + Kitchens today – we have exciting things in store for
you in 2017!
To wrap up the year, we have prepared the prettiest kitchen cover story.
Instead of taking apart the kitchen elements and highlighting them piece
by piece, we are exploring full makeovers. We want more tech – an in-built
oven, a concealable grill, maybe a sliding cupboard. While we are at it, we are
thinking of a new coat of color, a new style addition. From space-age kitchens
to café-styled pantries, each of these kitchens have their own distinctive
feature to bring to the (dining) table.
Our bathroom cover story demands to not be outshone. We ask the simplest
question: what makes a bathroom? A sink, a bathtub and a water closet,
perhaps. Each of these elements are no less important than the last, but I
have a favorite – the mirror. After all, a bathroom is the first place you head to
when you awake every morning. What better way to remind yourself to start
a new day right, than by looking at yourself as you gear up for a fantastic
new day? Playing no favorites, we explore five bathrooms focused on each of
these deserving elements.
Our product showcase is a dazzling selection of stylish pieces, each to invoke
utter green envy and want. We take basic household objects – the lamp, the
side table, the chair – and put a dash of finesse into it. The end results? An
array of furniture that will distract your guests from any mess you may have in
the house! But jokes aside: these are some serious eye candy. Sign me up for
one!
Have a lovely time reading!

Nicole Lee
Editor
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iqua Sensor Faucets
iqua Sensor Faucets

Design meets Technology

Design meets Technology
Water-saving
Low flow rates of 6 or even only 2 liters per
minute thanks to a choice of aerators. Water
Water-saving

flow delay time can be reduced, resulting in

even lower water consumption.
Low flow rates of 6 or even only 2 liters per
minute thanks to a choice of aerators. Water
Energy-efficient
flow delay time can be reduced, resulting in
Extended lifetime with conventional alkaline
even lower water consumption.
cells up to 4 years and full utilisation of the

battery capacity through innovative power
Energy-efficient
management. Reduced energy consumption f
Extended lifetime with conventional alkaline
water heating as water consumption is reduce
cells up to 4 years and full utilisation of the
up to 70 %.
battery capacity through innovative power
management. Reduced energy consumption for
Turbine/Solar
water heating as water consumption is reduced
Extension of the battery life to up to 8 years
up to 70 %.
with the optional turbine module: A miniTurbine/Solar

power station generates electricity from the

flowing water. The ideal solution for highly
Extension of the battery life to up to 8 years
frequented areas.
with the optional turbine module: A minipower station generates electricity from the
flowing water. The ideal solution for highly
Hygienic Operation
frequented areas.
• Hands-free and safe operation
•

Reliable water activation by the IR sensor

above the tip of the spout
Hygienic Operation
• Pre-selectable temperature (removable
• Hands-free and safe operation
temperature adjustment lever)
• Reliable water activation by the IR sensor
See ultra video on internet:
Water Efficiency: ✓✓✓ Excellent
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Type of Product: Basin Taps and Mixers
Brand: Conti+
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Pre-selectable temperature (removable
temperature adjustment lever)
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H A N S G R O H E B E CO M E S S E CO N D T I T L E S P O N S O R I N
I N T E R N AT I O N A L CO M P E T I T I V E C YC L I N G S TA R T I N G I N
T H E 2017 S E A S O N

A

part from BORA, Hansgrohe will be
the second notable brand to adorn
the jerseys of the team from Raubling
in Bavaria, Germany. The commitment
and dedication of the renowned
manufacturer of branded bathroom and
kitchen products from the Black Forest
underscores the German identity and
international first-class qualification of the
team led by Ralph Denk.
While there has been immense
speculation in recent weeks, Ralph Denk
never ceases to surprise. At today’s press
conference before the start of the Tour de
France at Mont-Saint-Michel, he unveils a
second title sponsor for the 2017 season.
With Hansgrohe, a German brand was
found that would appear as a second
title sponsor alongside BORA starting in
the 2017 season. The team will then be
cycling under the “BORA – Hansgrohe”
banner.
The Hansgrohe Group has been engaged
in athletic sponsoring for many years now,
endorsing and supporting numerous
athletes on a regional scale. These
activities are now to be pooled in the
“BORA – Hansgrohe” cycling team. The
company was already actively engaged in
competitive cycling before, as sponsor of
the “Hansgrohe Superprestige” in Belgium.
The Belgian success story clearly shows
that an extension of this commitment
is a sensible approach to follow for the
Hansgrohe Group.
“Hansgrohe is a traditional brand – a
hallmark that epitomizes highest quality
and best design. I am extremely proud
to continue underscoring the path and
values of the team, which has its roots and
identity in Germany.” – Ralph Denk, Team
Manager.
“The Hansgrohe brand stands for water
– Innovating Life with Water – and is
therefore inseparably linked to athletics.
Competitive cycling is highly dynamic
and enthuses the masses. This is exactly
what we’re doing with our bathroom
and kitchen products. The aim of this

8

commitment is to boost our brand awareness. International large-scale events like the
Tour de France are what actually make the sport of cycling highly attractive. Within this
we see a further opportunity to engage with our customer target groups across the
globe.” – Thorsten Klapproth, Chairman of the Executive Board of Hansgrohe SE.
As already announced last week, BORA plans to further extend its commitment to the
team in 2017, remaining the first title sponsor. Not only has the stage therefore been
clearly set to point the team in the direction of the WorldTour; but it also shows that the
team plans to compete for winning WorldTour positions.
“It’s been proven that the route we have embarked on with Ralph Denk’s team is highly
successful. The combination of sponsorship and activation has enabled us to generate
immense sales growth, especially in the countries of real cycling aficionados. This is
why we have now decided to continue reinforcing our level of commitment even
further. Our extended activities will enable us to further popularize BORA across the
world and bring our vision of the end of the extractor hood for kitchens closer, step by
step. Uniting with Hansgrohe, who I can only congratulate on their decision to invest in
German cycling, is absolutely ideal for us. Heat and water play a key role in kitchens. In
addition, the similarity of our customer target groups, both in the specialist segment,
as well as in the end consumer segment, supports this decision.” – Willi Bruckbauer,
Managing Director of BORA
“Both Hansgrohe and BORA are German companies that stand for innovative products,
new approaches and uncompromising quality. We look forward to a successful
cooperative venture with BORA and the team and hope to also be able to further
reinforce Hansgrohe’s presence vis-à- vis end consumers in the kitchen segment.” –
Thorsten Klapproth, Chairman of the Executive of Hansgrohe SE.
Even though Ralph Denk refuses to comment on speculations concerning the names
of team members and his scouting policy, the targets of the team are already clearly
formulated.
“Thanks to the two strong partners, BORA and Hansgrohe, and the budgets that will
be available to us as of 2017, we will be part of the action in competing for winning
positions in the WorldTour. The team will be focusing on National Tours on the one
hand, as well as on the Classic Tours. To achieve our objectives, we will build up our
team in a targeted fashion and further reinforce it in a number of positions.” – Ralph
Denk, Team Manager.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.

A R E VO LU T I O N A RY
C E R A M I C M AT E R I A L .
SaphirKeramik, a high-tech material driving innovative design.

With its precise, thin-walled forms and tight-edge radii, Laufen brings a new
language to bathrooms. Collection INO, design by Toan Nguyen.

Roca Bathroom Products Singapore Pte. Ltd. (199503842Z)
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Tel: +65 6333 4080, Fax: +65 6636 7476, www.sg.roca.com, enquries.sg@sg.roca.com
Roca Malaysia Sdn. Bhd. (5554-M)
Level 3A, Quattro West (West Wing), No. 4, Lorong Persiaran Barat, 46200 Petaling Jaya, Selangor Darul Ehsan, Malaysia
Tel: +603 7952 2522, Fax: +603 7952 2696, www.my.roca.com, enquires@my.roca.net
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L E A D I N G L I F E S T Y L E E V E N T MA I S O N & O B J E T P R O M I S E S
A V I S UA L E X T R AVA G A N Z A T H I S S E P T E M B E R I N PA R I S

M

AISON&OBJET PARIS shows a comprehensive product
offering twice a year, at the Paris-Nord Villepinte Convention
Centre: home decor, home design, furniture, accessories, textiles,
fragrances, children’s design, tableware, etc. The event combines
all styles with a cross-industry approach.
With each show, this major hub for the lifestyle industry attracts
some 70,000 visitors and more than 3,000 brands from around
the world.
MAISON&OBJET PARIS is both an inspirational and businessoriented crossroads, where professionals can meet and share
their experience and ideas. It showcases a high-end selection of
products and presents a comprehensive overview of excellence
and innovation
For this new show, the organizers have focused their attention
on improving the four main qualities that have made the event
what it is today:

•
•
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A redistribution of the textile offering, taking even further the
idea of integrating textile exhibitors into the different decor
atmospheres featured in the Maison hub, with a grouping of
exhibitors in two areas of Halls 4 and 5A.
A partial overhaul of the floor plan for the very rich Objet
hub, with the convergence of complementary environments
COOK+DESIGN and EASY LIVING in Halls 5A and 6, new

•

circulation routes offering greater comfort for visitors and
the relocation of the Espace Retail, a space dedicated to the
discussion of challenges faced by retail stores, to the heart of
Hall 6.
The creation of a new hub called INFLUENCES, which presents
a high-end offering of products by industry specifies in Halls 7
and 8; in the former, greater synergy between NOW! DESIGN À
VIVRE and SCÈNES D’INTÉRIEUR GALLERY.

MAISON&OBJET also announces the theme of the upcoming
MAISON&OBJET PARIS September 2016 show.
From now on, the three trends agencies that form part of the
MAISON&OBJET Observatory will take turns at each show giving
their interpretation of the theme, which reflects the collective
work carried out throughout the year, in an expanded space.
The new Inspirations Forum, which will present the Inspirations
Space by Vincent Grégoire, will be extended through the Wild
Café-Bookstore, designed by François Bernard and focusing on the
theme of the Inspirations Book, illustrated by a selection of works.
Lastly, the conference space will provide opportunities to explore
the theme in greater depth and reposition it in the broader
context of current trends.
For more information, visit www.maison-objet.com.
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LG ’S E F F O R T TO R E C R E AT E N O R T H E R N L I G H T S O N O L E D
T V S R E S O N AT E S W I T H CO N S U M E R S W O R L D W I D E

L

G’s Lights Out, Stars On campaign in Reykjavik, Iceland
around its one-of-a-kind TV technology wrapped up in
grand style with an OLED-themed concert by three highprofile Icelandic musicians — Ásgeir, GusGus and Ólafur Arnalds
— at the award winning Harpa Concert Hall. Designed
to expose Iceland’s northern lights accessible to global
consumers utilizing premium LG 4K OLED TVs, the multifaceted Reykjavik campaign generated over 12 million views and
online participation from over 360,000 consumers and fans.
The Lights Out, Stars On Concert began after a short
introduction from Icelandic poet and novelist Andri Magnason
and YouTuber Lewis Hilsenteger of Unbox Therapy. Ásgeir,
GusGus and Ólafur Arnalds then took the stage one by one,
performing alongside OLED screens depicting the beauty of
Iceland’s northern lights. The images and video displayed on 40
OLED TVs (over 330 million pixels) behind the musicians added
to the unique ambiance at the Harpa concert hall, creating an
unforgettable experience for the 1,000 guests in attendance.
Running until November 20, the OLED Gallery exhibit features
LG G6OLED TVs to showcase brilliant 4K photographs captured
by famous Icelandic photographers. Providing ultra-clear OLED
images of Iceland’s northern lights, wildlife, volcanic activity,
glaciers, geography and more, the exhibit has proven to be
a popular attraction since opening to the public.
This campaign was inspired by an event that took place in
Reykjavik a decade ago. During the 2006 Aurora Borealis
viewing season, Icelandic poet and novelist Andri Magnason
suggested that the city of Reykjavik come together to make the
beauty of the night sky visible within the city for the first time.
Magnason wanted the people of Reykjavik to see the northern
lights and stars against a completely black backdrop.
Just as eliminating light pollution allowed the people of Reykjavik
to see the lights in all their glory, the pitch black backdrop of
OLED TVs heightens the contrast and delivers richer images.
LG OLED TVs feature individually illuminated pixels, eliminating
the need for image-distorting LED backlights. Without this
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backlight, OLED TVs are capable of displaying perfect black
images alongside bright, lifelike colors.
In order to make Lights Out, Stars On a truly global event, and
LG gave away tickets via Facebook as part of an all-expenses
paid Reykjavik travel package. A total of 4,000 fans entered the
contest from the several countries such as USA, India, France,
Germany, Sweden and UAE from which 8 winners were selected.
In addition, the campaign’s video has been seen by 12 million
viewers as of July 15 and was listed on Advertising Age’s top 10
weekly viral video chart in early July.
“We are excited that our event in Iceland has been so successful,
attracting so many visitors and influencers,” said Brian Kwon,
president of LG Home Entertainment Company.
“Our innovation in television technology allowed us to launch
the world’s first 55-inch OLED TVs in 2013. Our leadership is
helping to pave a new path for OLED, with sales projected to
double every year until 2020. We will continue looking for
creative ways to improve our technology and to connect
with consumers around the globe. Lights Out, Stars On is
an excellent example of how unique approaches can help
the company reach new audiences and clearly communicate the
advantages of OLED.”
For more information, visit www.lg.com/sg.

RAEL
series

your

Bravat Singapore Pte. Ltd. [Exclusive Distributor]
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A S I N G A P O R E A N S H O P H O U S E , A G E R MA N R U G
S H O W R O O M , A N D A T R E A S U R E R O O M AT T H E B R I T I S H
MUSEUM AMONG SHORTLIST ANNOUNCED FOR WORLD
I N T E R I O R O F T H E Y E A R 2016

I

NSIDE World Festival of Interiors, the leading global interior
design and architecture awards programme, has today
announced that a shortlist of 63 projects will compete to be
crowned World Interior of the Year 2016.
Projects from across the globe were entered across nine diverse
categories, ranging from grand civic spaces and hospitals to
transportation hubs, bars, clubs and shops. Hosted alongside
the World Architecture Festival (WAF), the Festival attracts in
excess of 2,000 attendees annually for three days of talks, awards,
exhibitions and fringe events.
The theme for INSIDE 2016 is ‘Fluid Interiors’ and will explore how
crossover design is transforming how we live, work and play. An
in-depth talks programme will explore this topic and debate the
implications for interior architecture and design regarding the
increasing fluidity of uses, as the boundaries between workplace,
home and leisure spaces become blurred.
Shortlisted designers reflect the global reach of the awards
and include Eight Inc. (USA), Draft (Japan), Kerry Phelan Design
Office (Australia). noa* - network of architecture (Italy), OHLab
(Spain), Rosan Bosch Studio (Denmark), Studio Lotus (India)
and studioMK27 (Brazil). Chinese practice Neri&Hu Design and
Research Office can celebrate as the practice with the most
shortlisted projects, four in total, while fellow Chinese practice
One Plus Partnership and Australians BVN achieve three
shortlisted projects apiece.
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All nominees will present their projects to distinguished
international juries during the Festival to compete for one of
the nine, coveted INSIDE category awards. Open to all Festival
attendees the presentations are followed by a live exchange
between the designers and jurors. The overall winner of the
World Interior of the Year will be announced at an exclusive gala
dinner on 18 November.
Additional highlights on this year’s shortlist include:
UK practice Stanton Williams have designed a new gallery
within the British Museum to house the Waddesdon Bequest,
an outstanding collection of Renaissance and Baroque
masterpieces left to the museum by the Rothschild family in
1898. The design evokes the qualities of the great Schatzkammer
(treasury) collections of the Renaissance courts in Europe, on
which the collection was originally modelled. In this tradition, it
aims ’to create an element of surprise and wonder’, reinterprets
the collection for the twenty-first century, and revitalises one of
the museum’s most historically important spaces.
In the Creative Re-Use category, WOW Architects’ Niven Road
Studio is a dynamic refurbishment and extension of a traditional
Singaporean shophouse has created a series of spaces for use by
the city’s artistic and cultural community.
Woods Bagot has been shortlisted for the design of their
Melbourne studio. Overcoming the challenge of ‘a group of

Smart Looking, Great Cooking.

Marketed by: Casa (S) Pte Ltd
15 Kian Teck Crescent, Singapore 628884
Tel: 6268 0066 Fax: 6266 8069
Email: ef@casa.com.sg Website: www.ef.com.sg
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interior designers and architects pulling in
different directions’ they took inspiration
from acclaimed chef Ferran Adria’s cook
book The Family Meal. Drawing on the
dishes and the ethos of the famed El Bulli
restaurant, the book focusses on the most
important time of the day - when the
chefs come together to socialise, share
ideas and collaborate. This notion of the
gathering conditioned the main central
auditorium space which provides a forum
for invited speakers, movie nights and
tiered dancing on Friday nights. Timber
and steel are the materials of choice.
Defining each of the key spaces within
the studio, the timber weaves itself into
natural steel plates which are used as
transitional elements to define the various
level changes.
German interior specialists Hülle & Fülle
are making the most of the Festival’s
relocation to Berlin, celebrating with
two shortlisted projects. Their Münster
showroom project once housed a
ballet studio, and now stages ‘dances’
of beautiful high-end carpets, featuring
rotatable 3,50 x 2,70m steel frames
that are fixed off-centre to tubular steal
rods which are stretched between floor
and ceiling. Acting like a canvas any
size of carpet can be pinned on the felt
background. Each piece is given enough
room to work individually while at the
same time all five display panels present
an ever changing dynamic collage. White
oak flooring and a six meter long counter
in handmade glazed tiles on the upper
level, divided only from the lower part by
a glass balustrade to assure transparency,
provide the setting for this installation.
Residential interiors feature heavily
on this year’s shortlist, with new build
apartments and penthouses set to rival
historic houses from a variety of locations.
The Playhouse, a 6,000 square feet, twolevel apartment by House of Beast, is
situated in a typical Hong Kong industrial
building. Transformed into an industrial
loft as a private hideaway for parties and
as a vacation home, the materials have
been carefully sourced worldwide: aged
Italian brick tiles, blacken steel I-beams
and cement panels throughout complete
the retro rustic atmosphere of a New Yorkstyle loft.
For more information, visit
www.insidefestival.com/2016-shortlist.
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R E S T R O O M R E M E D I E S : K O N S A N I TA R Y
D E O D O R I Z I N G F LO O R D R A I N E Q U I PM E N T

T

o remove odors from floor drains, is there a longer-lasting
solution than pouring water down the drain every couple
of days? Now, KON has the solution for customers with their
Deodorizing Floor Drain Equipment – which is self-cleaning ,
durable, non-blocking, drain quickly!
In order to overcome the disadvantages of shallow water seal,
KON has heightening the seal to 70mm, because they found
out that when the higher level of the water in the pipe, the
more water could be retain and not easy to dry, and the seal
will be closed more stringent, indirectly further improve on the
deodorant effects.
The R&D team of KON had the experiment by using Quartz sand.
The outcome is that the sand can be washed out easily, indicates
that deep water flow quickly without clogged. In general floor
drain, the deeper the water seal, the bigger the hair goo and
impurities attachment area as sewage itself contains many
impurities clay. It hanging in the water in the bottom of the
curved stick and thus unable to clean up. After a while, it will
cause more and more narrow passage over the water, and ended
up with poor drainage.
With KON, the problem has been solved. They extended the
length of water core, and design the bottom of the pipe become
U-shape. Therefore, when the water reaches the lower through
the water pipe at the bottom of the core, U-shaped pipe under
bottom water will swirl the remaining impurities by discharging
outlet.
For more information, visit www.kon.com.cn.
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INTRODUCE

1
2
3

4

1. First-level filtering: Great Grates can first blocking the longer
hair fibers and larger debris
2. Second-level filtering: Stainless Steel Strainer able to block
the hair fall length greater than 10mm
3. Third-level filtering: With the reasonable floor drain water
structure design, they extended the length of the water core
while the pipe bottom has designed to U-shape. When the
water reaches the lower through the water pipe at the bottom
of the core. U-shaped bottom makes the swirl water impurities
left behind by discharging outlet
4. Gasket: Deodorant fastening ring do not give a hint of odor
pest opportunity
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H A N S G R O H E H O N O U R S E XC E L L E N C E I N T H E V I E T N A M
R E A L E S TAT E I N D U S T R Y AT T H E 2016 V I E T N A M P R O P E R T Y
AWA R D S

A

s the Platinum Sponsor, global bathroom fittings
manufacturer Hansgrohe SE paid tribute to the “Best of the
Best” in the real estate industry at the Gala Dinner & Awards
Ceremony of Vietnam Property Awards 2016 on 10 June 2016.
Held at the Intercontinental Asiana Saigon Hotel, the Vietnam
Property Awards 2016 honoured top developers, consultants,
architects and interior designers in Vietnam’s real estate
industry, in recognition of their high calibre developments
and contribution. The Vietnam National Real Estate Association
(VNREA) also lent its strong support to the Awards, with the
Chairman of NREA, Mr Nguyen Tran Nam, delivering a keynote
speech during the Gala Dinner to more than 400 guests who
attended the most recognised industry awards in Vietnam.

Seasons Milan and the Burj Khalifa in Dubai and the W Hotels in
Singapore, Taipei & Bali.

An exciting time for the real industry estate in Vietnam
As one of the emerging property markets, Vietnam is and
continues to be an important market for Hansgrohe Singapore,
which manages a total of 13 countries in the Asia-Pacific region
and opened its representative office in Vietnam in 2010.

Saluting the achievements of the “Best of the Best” in Vietnam
The coveted awards at the Vietnam Property Awards included
“Best Developer”, “Best Hotel Development” and “Best
Green Development”, which went to Nam Long Investment
Corporation, The Hamptons Ho Tram by Tanzanite International
and Deutsches Haus Ho Chi Minh Stadt by Deutsches Haus Ho
Chi Minh Stadt Ltd respectively. The “Real Estate Personality of
the Year” went to Mr Chen Lian Pang, CEO, CapitaLand Vietnam,
for his achievements and exemplary leadership in the Vietnam
real estate industry.

Mr KC Lee, Managing Director, Hansgrohe Singapore says, “The
new Housing Law that came into effect in July 2015 opens up
the Vietnam property market to 4 million Viet Kieu and 30,000
foreign executives working in Vietnam. Together with an
emerging middle class, these new target segments are taking
the property market here to new heights. One compelling
statistic from the 2016 Asia-Pacific investment prospects
ranking puts Ho Chi Minh City 5th, behind cities like Tokyo
and Melbourne. This clearly illustrates the strong potential of
Vietnam’s real estate market.”

Similarly, in Vietnam, the company has been a very successful
partner in various distinguished developments including the
JW Marriot hotels in Hanoi & Phu Quoc, the Sheraton Saigon,
Intercontinental Hotel Danang, the Estella condominium, the
Vista condominium, Saigon Pearl, Golden Westlake condominium
in Hanoi, The Nassim, The Hamptons Vung Tau, and Vinpearl
Resort and Villas in Phu Quoc. The Vinpearl Phu Quoc will be
fitted with Axor Montreux fittings, designed in collaboration with
Phoenix Design to capture the Zeitgeist of the Belle Époque with
its romantic spas.

As the Platinum Sponsor of the Property Awards, Hansgrohe
presented the Best Hotel Interior Design Award and Best Hotel
Development Award. Both awards were presented to The
Hamptons Ho Tram by Tanzanite International, who walked away
with a total of 4 awards.

In Chairman of NREA, Mr Nguyen Tran Nam’s keynote speech
during the Gala Dinner, he highlighted that the recovery of
Vietnam’s real estate market was very impressive in all aspects,
especially with sales transaction volume in 2015, doubled when
compared to 2014. Mr Nam added that this trend continued in
early 2016.

Guests were also invited to view some of the latest innovative
products from Axor and Hansgrohe – such as the Axor One
interactive shower control element designed by famed London
design duo Barber & Osgerby, the Axor Citterio E collection
by renowned architect Antonio Citterio and the Hansgrohe
Rainmaker Select designed with Phoenix Design.

Increasing demand for luxurious and high quality designs in
Vietnam
Amidst Vietnam’s healthy economic progress and the positive
developments in the real estate market, the Hansgrohe Group,
with brands Axor and Hansgrohe, is also witnessing a growing
demand for luxurious, high quality and aesthetically-pleasing
designs, from the construction right down to the materials used.
Mr Lee explains, “An increasing trend is the high emphasis that
consumers and hotel guests now place on the bathroom. The
bathroom is no longer merely a functional space, but also a
private living space for rejuvenation.”

Mr Lee further shared, “While all eyes continue to watch the real
estate developments in Vietnam with bated breath, Hansgrohe
Singapore looks forward to be a value-added partner to all stake
holders in the Vietnamese real estate industry, as you all take the
industry to new heights in the coming years.”

With over 500 design awards, and being ranked 10th in the 2016
iF Awards company ranking, the high quality products from Axor
and Hansgrohe are found in most prestigious residential and
hospitality developments around the world, such as the Four
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Hansgrohe Singapore is also the Platinum Sponsor for the
Property Awards in The Philippines, Indonesia, Singapore,
Malaysia and Thailand. This is in line with the company’s
commitment to promote excellence in the real estate industry
and to celebrate the best achievements in the industry at both
domestic and regional levels. The Malaysia and South East Asia
Property Awards Gala Dinner and Awards Presentation Dinner
will be held on 11 August and 24 November respectively.
For more information, visit www.hansgrohe.com.sg.
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C A E S A R S TO N E P R E S E N T S T H E I R PA L E T T E S F O R T H E Y E A R
2016, I N C LU D I N G T H R E E A D D I T I O N A L S U P E R N AT U R A L
DESIGNS

C

aesarstone SEA is delighted to add
six new collections. This includes
three additional Supernatural designs
which feature exclusive veins, made using
Caesarstone’s proprietary technology and
two new Concrete designs.
Taj Royale is a true gesture to the beauty
of nature, exhibiting soft textures, delicate
veins, rich depths and warm hues against
an inspired marble aesthetic.
Cosmopolitan White is characterized by
a whirlpool of streaming, refined shades,
Cosmopolitan White reveals a texture
depth with diagonal lines and elegant
veining.
Symphony Grey comes in streaming
shades of light and dark delicate tones,
revealing a depth of diagonal lines and
dramatic veining.
Statuario Nuvo is a new interpretation of
natural Statuario marble; Statuario Nuvo
brings refined and impressive dark veins
on a white background, enriched with
a delicately diffused subsurface vein
structure.
Fresh Concrete is the latest trend towards
a more industrial design look, with a clean,
sleek and sophisticated interpretation of
white concrete.
Raw Concrete is a rougher version of the
refined and delicate sleek concrete. Our
designers have developed a colour that
captures the spirit of the latest coarse
concrete trend and will define the tone of
any space.
The new designs are available through
kitchen retailers nationally. All the
new designs will also be on display in
Caesarstone showroom and at Singapore
Expo. To locate your nearest kitchen
retail showroom simply go to the “Where
to View and Buy” on the Caesarstone®
website and select one of the six new
designs.
Caesarstone is a publicly traded company
on the NASDAQ. The company’s surfaces
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and products are sold in over 48 countries worldwide. Established in 1987, Caesarstone
pioneered the original quartz surface and continues to be a leading developer and
manufacturer of premium surfaces. Caesarstone surfaces consist of up to 93% quartz
and utilize advanced technologies and proprietary know-how.
For more information, visit www.caesarstone.sg.
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I N N O VAT I O N S I N S I L E S TO N E ® Q UA R T Z

S

ilestone® by Cosentino is one of the world’s leading brand
in quartz surfaces. This high-tech material is highly resistant
to stains, knocks and scratches, and has a low level of fluid
absorption. The unlimited material comes in over 90 colours,
three textures and several different formats that will effortlessly
transform your space.
Cosentino highlights the unique range of Silestone® with the
new Silestone® Integrity Sink and Silestone® most sensual
texture, Suede.

characteristics of Silestone® that makes it the premier product
on the market. These features include: High Scratch Resistance,
Durability, Bacteriostatic Protection and remarkable design. With
the Integrity Sink, expect various colour options, a harmonious
design flow and the ease of simple installation. DUE XL is the
newest in the selection of Integrity Sink, measuring 465mm
(length), X 700mm (width), X 235mm (height), expect a luxuriously
larger than life experience where design meets function.

Silestone® Integrity Sink is the sink that changes everything. No
pieces, no creases, no limits. With the Integrity Sink, your kitchen
will be whole. Integrity gives you the sensation of unity and
perfect integration with the rest of the elements of your worktop.

Cosentino also takes its further by introducing the Silestone®
Suede finish, a one of a kind matte surface with a distinctive
design aesthetic. Elegant and soft to the touch, it performs
extraordinarily against stains with great colour consistency. With
over 50 colours, the material is ideal for use as worktops and
tiling.

This innovative product launch boasts all the remarkable

For more information, visit www.silestone.com.sg.
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The Preferred Brand

In the bathroom interiors of prestigious hotels like Conrad Maldives

Singapore TÜV SÜD PSB

Singapore Public Utilities Board

Singapore WELS

Korea Eco-Label

Present in : Singapore . Malaysia . Indonesia . Philippines . South Korea . Maldives . United Arab Emirates . South Africa . Vietnam . Cambodia ...

CRESTIAL - S U M International Pte Ltd (Singapore)
T: +65 6333 5323
F: +65 6333 5336
E: sumintl@crestial.com W: www.crestial.com

Contact us to join our dynamic distribution network
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V E R T U H E A LT H B A R I N T R O D U C E S A R E F R E S H I N G D E S I G N
F O R A H E A LT H Y M E N U

T

o bring nature inside the VertU health bar was at the heart of
the ideation. The space represents different aspects of nature,
formally or informally.
The Nutritowers are at the center of the space where a vertical
indoor garden allows the client to grow fresh herbs throughout
the year and where customers can enjoy a great meal filled with
chlorophyll.
A sky blue ceiling reminds us of beautiful summer days. The use
of pastel colors is an ode to the fruits and vegetables part of the
menu such as mango, lemon, melon, green vegetables.
The large infinity table is also a reference to the cycle of nature.
The freshness of the menu is in every detail of the design.
Issa design is a versatile environmental design agency working in
the fields of commercial, corporative, institutional and residential.
Issa design is specialized in interior design, creative consulting,
and sustainable architecture.
Integrating the brand's spirit and the user's needs, Issa design
creates spaces that allow people to enjoy every day with a
functional, aesthetically pleasing and sustainable environment
while integrating design as a guarantee of success and
betterment.
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Belgravia

COLLECTION

www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

CRAFTSMANSHIP NO MACHINE CAN EQUAL
Using a whole range of skills, passed down through generations of craftsmen, together with the finest English
china clay, we have created the Silverdale range of handcrafted ceramics creating
Subsidiary of Claytan Group | Tel: +607 758 1202 | Email: info@claytangroup.com
International Affiliates:
• Claytan Ceramic Pte Ltd (Singapore) • Claytan Corporation Sdn Bhd (Malaysia) • Claytan Ceramics (Australia) Pty Ltd
• Legend Ceramics Limited (United Kingdom) • Claytan Ceramic Pty Ltd (Dubai, UAE)

HAND MADE
IN THE UK

SALES OFFICE

Singapore Distributor:
SHOWROOM

269 Kaki Bukit Avenue 1, Shun Li Industrial Park, Singapore 416069
Tel: +65 6841 7950 Fax: +65 6841 9130
Email: infosg@claytangroup.com Website: www.claytangroup.com

25 Changi South Avenue 2, Singapore 486594
Tel: +65 6546 5900 Fax: +65 6546 6388
Website: www.wantai.com

CLAYTAN CERAMIC PTE LTD

WAN TAI & CO (PTE) LTD.
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G A G G E N AU B R I N G S T W O P R O F E S S I O N A L - G R A D E
A P P L I A N C E S TO T H E P R I VAT E K I TC H E N F O R S O U S - V I D E
P R E C I S I O N CO O K I N G

G

aggenau, the pioneer of steam cooking technology and
healthy food preparation, releases the new vacuuming
drawer 400series. In combination with the Combi-steam ovens
400 series, both create the perfect conditions for gentle sousvide cooking. Both appliances symbolise Gaggenau’s ongoing
commitment to providing professional-grade appliances in the
private kitchen that inspire and enable haute cuisine for the
ambitious chef.
The new handle less vacuuming drawer 400 series enables quick
and convenient sealing of food, ideal for the precise practice
of sous-vide cooking. Ingredients are ‘vacuumed’ with no loss
of nutrients, vitamins and minerals. Cooked at a consistently
low temperature of 50 to 95 degrees, the natural flavor of each
ingredient is retained and an unrivalled texture is achieved. The
vacuumed food also benefits from an extended storage life.
Through intuitive touch control technology, the drawer provides
three levels of oxygen extraction and heat-sealing, so vacuuming
bags of varying thickness can be made airtight.
Design-matched to the ovens 400 series in solid stainless
steel backed glass, the vacuuming drawer can be integrated
underneath the Gaggenau Combi-steam ovens400 series. The
ovens, capable of steaming, baking, cooking and grilling, are
also equipped with a sous-vide cooking function. This allows
for accurate temperature regulation in one-degree increments
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through the 50 to 95 degree range. In addition, the Combi-steam
ovens 400 series with an integrated water supply, incorporates
the world’s first fully automatic cleaning system. By simply
inserting the cleaning cartridge into the oven ceiling and at the
push of a button, the ovens effortlessly clean within four hours
leaving the interior shining and hygienically clean after every
use. The Combi-steam ovens and vacuuming drawer 400 series
work seamlessly together to provide authentic, professional
kitchen results.
Sven Scene, Global Head of Brand Gaggenau says: “We are proud
to add these two groundbreaking appliances to the Gaggenau
healthy cooking portfolio that continues to help transform
the private kitchen experience. This year, we are celebrating
Gaggenau’s 333rd anniversary and looking back on our key
milestones and innovations that have shaped our identity today.
One such milestone is manufacturing the first Combi-steam oven
for the private kitchen over 15 years ago. Gaggenau continues
to be a pioneer in the field of steam cooking helping to inspire
exclusive culinary culture and conscious enjoyment.”
The vacuuming drawer is currently available for pre-ordering in
Singapore, and will be available from Gaggenau partners from
August 2016.
For more information, visit www.gaggenau.com.

ACCESS THE FAST GROWING
INDONESIAN CONSTRUCTION MARKET
TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS IN 2016

5TH LARGEST

ECONOMY
IN THE WORLD BY 2030

BOOK
YOUR
STAND TODAY
info@thebig5construct

indonesia.com
+971 4 438 0355

$153 BILLION
BUDGET
STATE CONSTRUCTION

FOR 2016

Collocated with
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AWA R D - W I N N I N G D E S I G N , P R E M I U M P R O D U C T S A N D A
TO U C H O F H O L LY W O O D I N E S S E N : T H AT WA S T H E R E D
D OT G A L A 2016

O

n 4 July, everyone who was anyone in
international design came to Essen,
Germany. In spring, a 41-strong jury had
awarded the coveted Red Dot label for
good design to the most outstanding
products of the year. Now it was time
to pay tribute to the winning creations
and the people who made them. The
Red Dot: Best of the Best winners were
ceremoniously presented with their
trophies on the imposing stage of the
Aalto-Theater. The Red Dot: Design Team
of the Year 2016, the Blackmagic Industrial
Design Team led by Simon Kidd, had come
all the way from Melbourne to celebrate
its superbly designed products for the
Hollywood film industry. Following the
presentations, the 1,800 guests enjoyed
an evening of dancing and networking
at the Designers’ Night in the Red Dot
Design Museum in the midst of awardwinning innovations.
The award winners of the Red Dot: Best of
the Best were honored on 4 July 2016 in
the course of the Red Dot Gala, hosted by
Professor Dr. Peter Zec in the Aalto-Theater
in Essen. The founder and CEO of Red
Dot welcomed distinguished guests on
stage, among them Red Dot jury member
Kristiina Lassus, automotive design
legend Ken Okuyama and Transrapid
designer Alexander Neumeister. Dressed
in a traditional white tuxedo, the Red Dot
president also welcomed the Lord Mayor
of Essen, Thomas Kufen, on stage, who
immediately invited the award-winners –
all international top designers and highranking company representatives – to the
Essen town hall the next day.
Illustrious guests from 39 countries
followed the proceedings on stage as
the laureates received their trophies.
Tremendous applause went, amongst
others, to Flavio Manzoni, chief designer
at Ferrari, and Sean Carney, chief designer
at Philips. Only 79 products were awarded
the greatest single distinction, the
Red Dot: Best of the Best. The gala was
rounded off with a cultural fringe program
that included an appearance by violinist
Beatrix Low-Beer and the Aalto Ballett
Essen.
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The highlight of the award ceremony was the tribute to the Red Dot: Design Team of
the Year. Every year since 1988, the Design Zentrum Nordrhein Westfalen has selected
a design team whose excellent product design has stood out over the years. In 2016,
the title went to the Blackmagic Industrial Design Team from Melbourne. Under the
leadership of Simon Kidd, the team develops hard- and software products that are used
all around the world for film, television and advertising. The team’s cameras, editing
tools and software have been used for the production of some of the biggest and most
visually stunning blockbusters of recent years, such as “The Martian”, “Mad Max: Fury
Road”, “Furious 7”, “Avengers: Age of Ultron” and “Avatar”.
Blackmagic Design CEO, Grant Petty, explains his recipe for success as follows: “I believe
that great design is all about showing the deepest respect for your customer.” After a film
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presentation, the Blackmagic Industrial Design Team came onto
the stage to be feted by the audience. Robert Sachon, Global
Design Director at Bosch and 2015 award-winner, presented the
designers with the traditional “Radius” challenge cup and jointly
with Professor Dr. Peter Zec officially named them Red Dot:
Design Team of the Year 2016.
Designers‘ Night in the Red Dot Design Museum
After the award ceremony, the Designers’ Night began in
earnest in the Red Dot Design Museum. Around 1,800 designers,
decision-makers and design fans met at the after-show party – in
short everyone who wanted to celebrate, dance and network till
early morning surrounded by award-winning top design. A great
party mood was guaranteed by hip DJ “Chrissi D!”. At the same
time, the special exhibition, “Design on Stage” of current awardwinning products opened in the Red Dot Design Museum. This
special exhibition runs until 31 July 2016. Red Dot and Honorable
Mention winners also received their well-deserved certificates in
the museum.
The Red Dot: Design Team of the Year further presented itself
with a self-designed and self-created special exhibition. Titled
“Creative Video Revolution by Blackmagic Design”, it displays
the revolutionary products Blackmagic Industrial Design Team
has developed for the film industry. On show are the successful
designs created by the Australians that are linked less by their
visual uniformity than by their physical quality. The special
exhibition closes on 28 August.
For more information, visit www.red-dot.org/pd.
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T WENT Y-SIX GARDENS WILL BE ON VIEW THIS SUMMER
AT T H E 17 T H E D I T I O N O F T H E I N T E R N AT I O N A L G A R D E N
F E S T I VA L

T

he International Garden Festival invites visitors to
explore twenty-six interactive garden installations
created by seventy-two landscape architects, architects,
designers and visual artists from nine countries. For
the 17th edition, five new creations by designers from
Canada, the United States, France and Switzerland will
join the temporary installations on view and a sixth will
be exhibited at special events throughout the summer.
Five new gardens of the 2016 edition of the Festival were
selected by the jury from 203 projects submitted from
31 countries for the annual competition. LE CAVEAU is a
complex construction made of stone gabions that support
a levitating green platform. CYCLOPS is gargantuan cone
8 meters in diameter suspended over the forest floor. The
MAISON DE JACQUES provides a happy home to a forest
of beans where children can play hide-and-seek in one of
many secret gardens. In TiiLT, 24 tents populate a space
like a school of fish or a flock of birds. CARBONE offers a
charred tree trunk, capturing carbon during its entire life
and contributing to the renaissance of the forest.
These new installations create new experiences and
environments to add to those of past editions. Visitors
can explore the environment and experience the joy
of moving mature trees along a hidden rail in I LIKE TO
MOVE IT or admire the movement created by the wind
from within the black and white bands of LINE GARDEN.
The pure white walls of COURTESY OF NATURE reveal the
hidden artistic genius of nature while SE MOUILLER (LA
BELLE ÉCHAPPÉE) invites visitors to don a pair of colorful
rubber boots to muck it up for themselves among the
floating aquatic plants. The whistling white ribbons in
LE BON ARBRE AU BON ENDROIT link a forest of hydro
poles to teach about planting the right tree in the right
place and provide a welcome perch to a resident flock of
turkey vultures who have adopted them for their morning
outing.
A sixth new garden, DRESS UP!, will be on view as a
participatory event throughout the summer where visitors
become the garden by donning one of colorful capes.
Special events include the annual fundraising dinner in aid
of the Festival in the potage on August 5 and a series of
events to launch Experimenting Landscapes Testing the
Limits of the Garden, a new book by Emily Waugh on the
Festival to be published by Birkhäuser in September.
The Gardens are open every day until October 2, 2016.
Children 13 and under are admitted free of charge.
Season’s Passes are available.
For more information, visit
www.refordgardens.com/english/.
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WWW.LIVINGKITCHEN-COLOGNE.COM

THE EQUIP GROUP HELD
THE
GRAND
OPENING
PA R T Y O F I T S I B R U B I N E T T I
(SOUTH EAST ASIA) IN BALI,
S E M I N YA K

T

he guest-of-honour, Mr. Andrea Bregoli (CEO & Owner of
iB Rubinetti), officiated the ribbon cutting to formally open
the flagship showroom. Invited guests included many trade
customers and Indonesian media from Jakarta and Bali.
With iB Rubinetti invested into the Equip Group, this iB Rubinetti,
South East Asia office is the Italian factory’s answer to have a
fully backed factory office and showroom in South East Asia to
be closer to its many customers in the region here. In this way,
iB Rubinetti, South East Asia, can now provide a higher level
of service to its many customers, comprising of: Architects,
Designers, Developers, Hoteliers, Contractors and end-users.
After sales support to projects is also much improved, as the
brand works to grow its market share in South East Asia. This new
JV partnership aims to firmly position iB Rubinetti as a leading
sanitary brand supporting customers in the South East Asia
markets (including Indo-China – Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia and
Vietnam).
Some of the iconic South East Asia projects completed with
iB Rubinetti sanitary fittings in the past decade include:
Singapore Formula 1 Grand Prix 2016/15/14/13/12, Marine
Blue Condominium by CapitaLand, Movenpick Heritage
Hotel Sentosa, Renaissance Uluwatu Resort(Bali), Grand Nikko
Resort(Bali), Awarta Nusa Dua Luxury Villas & Spa(Bali), Komune
Resort(Bali), W Retreat & Spa(Bali) and many other luxury private
villas(Bali and Jakarta).
For more information, visit www.equip-bathrooms.com.

THE INTERNATIONAL
KITCHEN SHOW

16.–22.01.2017

More for the kitchen than ever before: whether it is kitchen
design, electrical appliances or accessories you are looking
for, LivingKitchen is the only event where you can find
the complete range of kitchen products. Experience the
international top brands, the most important trends, exciting
ideas and inspiring products at first hand. LivingKitchen and
imm cologne combine to provide an offer that is unique in
the world. Discover the global furnishing market in one place,
at one time, live in Cologne!

LivingKitchen
co-located with:
Koelnmesse GmbH
Messeplatz 1
50679 Köln
Germany
Tel. +49 180 6 93 8810
Fax +49 221 821-99 1351
livingkitchen@visitor.koelnmesse.de
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Stylish

STRUCTURES

IN-WASH ALBA
BY ROCA
Smart, elegant and really powerful, Alba is Roca’s most complete smart toilet,
and certainly one of the most influential toilets in the world. The integrated
Soft-Air technology ensures maximum flushing performance thanks to its
pressure-jets siphon. It is simple a beautiful performance in action.
Key features of this definitive toilet include the Soft-Air siphonic-jet flush, the
rimless water closet bowl for easy cleaning and maintenance, as well as an
integrated shower toilet with an easy-to-use remote control.
For more information, visit www.roca.sg.
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SINGAPORE / MARCH 7-10, 2017
SANDS EXPO AND CONVENTION CENTER
MARINA BAY SANDS SINGAPORE

CONNECTING
THE INTERIOR
DESIGN
COMMUNITY
IN ASIA PACIFIC

SINGAPOUR / 7-10 MARS 2017
LE RENDEZ-VOUS DES PROFESSIONNELS DE LA DÉCORATION INTÉRIEURE
EN ASIE-PACIFIQUE

WWW.MAISON-OBJET.COM

INFO@SAFISALONS.FR
SAFI ASIA PTE, A SAFI “SALONS FRANÇAIS ET INTERNATIONAUX” SUBSIDIARY. SAFI IS A SUBSIDIARY OF ATELIERS D’ART DE FRANCE AND REED EXPOSITIONS FRANCE /
DESIGN © BE-POLES - IMAGE © GETTY / HERO IMAGES
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IS THERE ANYTHING MORE EFFORTLESSLY CHIC THAN
A SUSPENDED CHAIR? FELIX GUYON STICKS TO HIS
GUNS IN THIS NEW TRADEMARK SERIES
The chair met an immediate success right after its official release

it is at the heart of what I do. I believe it is my mission. In my line of

at the May 2016 New York ICFF Design Exhibition. Félix Guyon

work, we don’t save lives; a designer’s work is pointless in a way, or at

considers it as being part of Larose Guyon’s La Belle Époque

least far from being vital. But beauty and magic are, in order to make

collection. Larose Guyon is another business of Félix’s, one that he

sense out of our short time on this Earth. And I feel they must be

cofounded alongside his better half Audrée Larose in 2016. All of

pushed forward, whatever the price.”

this collection’s objects and luminaires are inspired by the romantic
period of time in Paris’ second industrialization which historians call

For this suspended chair, which will be part of his upcoming furniture

“La Belle Époque”.

collection, Félix admits to the cold sweat that comes with struggling
for such a balance between toughness and lightness, between “art

Each of their collection’s creation bears the name of a famous

deco” elegance and contemporariness.

person from the end of the 19thcentury and this new chair is no
exception to that rule, as its namesake was one of the first movie

This chair is the first of a new collection that should be launched

directors. It was inspired by Georges Méliès’ magical universe, where

next year. A reading chair, a dinner table chair, a coffee table and a

imagination soars in a boundless sky and the past and future meet.

few luminaires will also be featured. It is a daunting task, since every

Georges Méliès, a pioneer of the surrealist genre, has long been an

piece requires several months of development.

inspiration to Félix Guyon “I don’t think I will ever grow out of it; I
desperately need to infuse poetry and magic in this world. I believe
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For more information, visit www.lesateliers-guyon.com.
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KASTHALL LAUNCHES A NEW
RUG IN TIME FOR FALL 2016,
INFUSING GEOMETRY WITH
DAZZLING COLORS
The designer Gunilla Lagerhem Ullberg has balanced various colours
carefully, inspired by coat fabrics from the world of fashion in Kasthalls
new rug John. The rug John is woven in a blend of the finest wool and
linen in a combination of bouclé yarn and wool yarn that form a pattern
of diffuse squares. John comes in five different colours, including two
with glittering additions in the form of Lurex yarn.
Gunilla used influences from the great fashion houses by creating and
reproducing the fashion industry’s fast cycles into something durable
in Kasthall’s rugs. In Gunilla’s way of thinking, rugs were fashion. She
commented that Kasthall’s rugs were based on tradition, however
this should be constantly renewed, to take tradition and turn it into
something new: cherishing the old and creating something new.
The challenge of outsmarting the machines and finding new ways
to create designs was something that motivated rather than limited
her. Gunilla found new ways to create designs and develop weaving
techniques with new materials and combinations, rather than being
satisfied with conventional techniques.
For more information, visit www. grandrelations.com.
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LAROSE GUYON’S NEW LIGHTING
FIXTURES COLLECTION INSPIRES
AWE FROM ITS INTRICATE DESIGN,
SNAPPING UP A TOUCH OF CLASS
IN ANY ROOM
Audrée L. Larose and Félix Guyon are officially launching their innovative
high-end lighting fixtures influenced by the romanticism of their collection
La Belle Époque. It’s with enthusiasm that they will be presenting them for
the first time at the ICFF in New York City this coming May 14 to 17. At the
same time, Félix Guyon, founder of Les Ateliers Guyon, will present his new
hanging chair, The Méliès.
Inspired by the abstract and absurd world of the famous director Georges
Méliès, The Méliès chair is an homage to dreams and creativity. The
Squarespace headquarters in New York City has already purchased the first
three chairs of the series.
Based in Verchères, on the outskirts of Montreal, Larose Guyon matches
the use of choice materials with a great formal purity to create high-end,
original, distinctive items; meticulously crafted down to its finest detail.
By combining both complementary visions, Larose Guyon provides simple, elegant, functional
objects. Through a romantic aesthetics of items of blatant luxury, haloed in warmth and humility, they
infect daily life with poetry and beauty. As their approach is imbued with refinement and distinction,
they get their inspiration from nature, art, past aeons and traditions. Branded with their love, Larose
Guyon products are created, drawn and crafted objects cast in their image with the help of local
artisans and their know-how.
For more information, visit www.laroseguyon.com.
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BRING THE REAL WINE EXPERIENCE
INTO NATURE WITH FULL COMFORT
AND STABILITY; MEET THE GLASS
THAT DOESN’T TOPPLE
Parqer Glass has been awarded with the Red Dot for their innovative
outdoor wine glass, the international distinction for high design quality.
Maybe you know the feeling when you want to enjoy a nice glass of
wine outside on a beautiful late summer afternoon? When selecting the
right wine for this moment, immediately the question will pop up. What
kind of glass fits this occasion? Probably you end up with a shaky wine
glass, a plastic camping mug or a leaky plastic cup.
Parqer Glass has now come with a solution for these situations. The
Parqer is a classic wine glass where the foot is replaced by an aluminum
pin that can be ‘parqed’ at any soft surface. It brings the real wine
experience into nature by making it stable and comfortable.
The glasses are packed in an easy-to-carry box that is shockproof and
easily stored.
For more information, visit www.parqerglass.com.
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A LOOK AT TROPICAL
AND INDUSTRIAL
Projects by Weiken.com

Project Details
Designer: Johnathon from Weiken.com @ Oxley Bizhub 2
Property Type: Residential Landed House (4-Bedroom)
House Size: 1800 sq ft
Location: 44 Jalan Sinar Bulan

About Weiken.com
Priding themselves on being a one-stop solution
design firm, Weiken.com provides clients with the
best consultation services to create timeless designs
without compromising on practicality. Each of their
design oozes understated class and precise chicness
– with their designers paying attention not just to
each intricate design, but also to their clients’ needs.
Designer Johnathon stuns with this masterpiece.
He chose a strong, smooth finish for the flooring,
already creating a bold statement to build the rest of
the room on. The kitchen centerpiece, a magnificent
marble counter, demands to not be outshined
while the rest of the kitchen elements keep up with
streaked cupboards and glazed countertops.
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The bathroom is done simply – the shower is encased
against pleasing blue tiled walls, complementing
the mainly white bathroom effortlessly. The mirrors
extend across the remainder of the bathroom,
allowing plenty of storage space. A solitary basin
stands next to a water closet, finishing the bathroom
in a touch of simplicity.
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Project Details
Designer: Mia Lee from Weiken.com @ Tradehub 21
Property Type: Retail Outlet
Location: 3 Pickering Street, #01-43

Designer Mia takes on a retail outlet in this
industrial-themed space. Loud patterns emblazon
the countertops, adding a touch of rebel to the
space. The walls are done starkly and in deep
contrast, highlighted by strategically placed
lighting. A futuristic streak of silver lines the kitchen
area, providing instant sleekness to the space.
The dining space is done simply in this feature as
well – comfortably spaced tables line up neatly
against the countertops, making order sending
and collection a breeze. Wooden tables and chairs
are selected to complement the boldness on the
other side. Spotlights provide undivided lighting
on each table.

Weiken@Tradehub 21
18 Boon Lay Way
#01-133 Trade Hub 21 S609966
Weiken@Century Square
2 Tampines Central 5 #05-22
Century Square S529509
Weiken@Midview City
24 Sin Ming Lane
#01-103 Midview City S573970
Weiken@Oxley Bizhub 2
62 Ubi Road 1
#01-04 Oxley Bizhub 2 S408734
Weiken@IMM
2 Jurong East St 21
#03-28F IMM Building S609601
For more information, visit:
Email | weiken@singnet.com.sg
Website | www.weiken.com
Facebook | www.facebook.com/weikeninterior
Hotline | +65 6465 6656

BCA LICENCE
BUILDER
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THE EIFFEL TOWER’S
BATHROOM
GLOWING RED
IN ROCA
Text & photos by Roca Singapore

International architectural studio Roca is no stranger
to large-scale projects. From business centers to
luxury hotels, sporting venues to restore historical
monuments, Roca has provided a voice of design;
so effortlessly stylish that it has risen to become the
bathroom brand of choice worldwide. Hence, Roca’s
overwhelming experience in this aspect allows it to
quickly determine the challenges that varying types
of development require, all the while providing topquality products.
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Proving itself to be constantly reaching new
heights, Roca recently secured itself as a product
supplier for the Eiffel Tower. The governing body
of the prestigious France trademark has chosen
Roca to renew the bathrooms of the Tower, both
the sanitary-ware and the bathroom fittings. The
bathrooms of the Eiffel Pavilion have been renewed
and the renovation of those of the Ferrer Pavilion
with a range of special edition products, finished
boldly in red.

project focus| glowing red in roca
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Its first-floor facilities feature Roca products. The bathroom spaces
of the Eiffel Pavilion were renovated with products with a white
finish that contrasts with the wall in the tower’s original Venetian
red. This now-forgotten fact was used by architect Alain Moatti,
responsible for the remodelling, as the central theme of the
project.
Roca faucet solutions, urinals, installation systems and flush plates,
basins and WCs were selected to equip the pavilion’s bathroom
space. Particularly noteworthy are the Amberes basin and Meridian
wall-hung WC, which offer visitors the very best in toilet facilities,
always with the aim of meeting current accessibility regulations
and reduction of environmental impact.
The Ferrié Pavilion is the second space to be renovated, where the
striking Venetian red colour is once again present. For this space,
Roca has produced a special series of the Diverta basin, as well as
of the Meridian WC and the Site urinal, all in a vitreous china with
the same red finish. Lastly, products from the wide range of Roca
solutions will also be installed on the Tower’s second floor.
For more information, visit www.roca.sg.
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A SHELTER FOR
LIFE
Text & photos by Elsa Urquijo

The social charity institution Padre Rubinos was
born in A Coruña nearly a century ago with a
dedication to give shelter and asylum to the needy.
Later it has continued growing and expanding
its scope to nursery schools and the elderly. Now,
Spanish architect Elsa Urquijo presents their new
headquarter to us. This is one of the most important
in the country in its field because it unifies a wide
range of services (shelter, nursery, nursing home,
etc.) in a unique architectural complex.
The design has born in a quiet way of understanding
architecture. The building is conceived as a shelter
for the life that transcends in it, a serene space,
unpretentious and to endure. The use of horizontal
lines arises from the search for peace and relaxation
creating a sequence of measured and ordered spaces.
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It is an architectural space that revolves around
those individuals in need, the academic composition
of the facade and featuring a portico at the entrance
that surrounds and defines a square, open to the
city. They re-assume the concept of cloister attuned
to the religious character and social work of the
institution.
The idea of a patio is repeated throughout the
architectural complex as focal point of the different
spaces seeking to strengthen the clarity, light and
visual continuity between interior and exterior.
Different volumes fit the morphology of the terrain
so that both ground floor and the upper floors
maintain direct external communication.
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The nursing home for the elderly occupies the most extensive
use of the complex. At the ground floor are the common areas
like living rooms, professional offices, therapy rooms, etc. while
at the upper two floors private areas are located linked to the
bedrooms.
Special care has been taken in the use of materials that meet the
requirements for a building of these characteristics: high quality,
strength, durability, ecology (we use a kind of floor which catalyze
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the carbon dioxide as leafs in the forest do). Meanwhile giving
humanity, serenity and warmth to the interior (warm soil, wood
texture, natural fabrics, etc.)
The nursery school is set on a single floor. The clarity and spatial
continuity between the classrooms allow for a versatile use of the
same. A visual and symbolic relationship to the common areas of
the nursing home is also sought after so that both generations can
relate and bond.
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The homeless shelter is divided into 3 different uses: accommodation, dining
and a center of ongoing social care to be carried out mainly on the ground floor
and the upper floor reserved for the rooms. The access to the homeless shelter
goes back to the concept of an open space whose portico gives a human scale
and protects the visitor.
Besides these basic uses, the complex also includes a residence for the sisters.
They manage the homeless shelter, headquarters for the institution and area
representative with an assembly hall and a chapel which is a symbol and an
attraction within the complex.
Their presence is evidenced by clearly recognizable elements as the bell tower
and the entrance with orderly and serene architecture.
The entrance is through a secluded and warm space arriving to a magnified
space which enhances the symbolism of the place. This in turn embraces us by
the horizontal line of the wooden plinth which returns it to a human scale.
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TAJ ROYALE by caesarstone

Text and photo credits:
To the individual manufacturers
mentioned in this article.
This issue, we take a look at what’s beneath our
feet – our floors. In recent years, flooring has
taken the spotlight. From geometry to marble,
the flooring industry has inspired a league of
trends that has, in turn, weaved itself into the
other elements of a room. It should not come
as a surprise – after all, all it takes is an elaborate
refurnish of your floors to transform a room into
something more!
The biggest question: which one is best for me?
This is dependent on factors ranging from the
mood you wish to create, the current furniture
styles in the room, the wallpaper or wall color
at the moment. Because of the broadness of
choice, we have narrowed it down to wooden
flooring for this issue.
Here are six different surfaces, varying in styles
and materials, which can suit any home.

KEEPING

GROUNDED
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The "Blanche" Chalet
by ACDF Architecture
The wood is smooth or raw textured and, at times, creates an openwork
siding, depending on the façade, bringing lightness and joy to the
house. Unlike the usual cookie cutter, this particular piece brings about
a quiet elegance to the room. The polished surface matches easily with
most contemporary furniture.
For more information, visit www.acdf.ca.
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Saigon House
by a21studĩo
Saigon house opts for a polished wood finished flooring, perfectly
complementing their wooden staircase and railing insertions. This
livens up their choice of white-painted brick walls, elevating the
room into a rustic abode. Because both these elements are timeless
and subtle, they offer potential for bright, creative furniture.
For more information, visit www.a21studio.com.vn.
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Statuario Nuvo
by Caesarstone
Caesarstone SEA presents his six proudest colors yet, fresh
out of his Classico collection. This includes three additional
Supernatural designs which feature exclusive veins, made using
Caesarstone's proprietary technology and two new Concrete
designs. Highlighted here is the contemporary Stauario Nuvo –
a new interpretation of natural Statuario marble; Statuario Nuvo
brings refined and impressive dark veins on a white background,
enriched with a delicately diffused subsurface vein structure.
For more information, visit www.caesarstone.sg.
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Borneo Tiles
by Roca
A series that is always modern, with multiple applications, Borneo is
characterized by gentle, neutral designs and reliefs, reproducing the most
natural wood. Its 19.5x120 cm rectified rectangular format highlights the
stylism of the series, suitable for any kind of surroundings or decorative
style. The Deck piece, designed to reproduce planking in damp areas and
swimming pool surroundings, where safety is a permanent factor, deserves a
special mention. It comes in a rectangular format, measuring 19.5 by 120 cm.
For more information, visit www.roca.sg.
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Havana
by Mirage Hardwood Flooring
Mirage, the hardwood flooring brand renowned for quality, is proud to
announce the addition of two new colors to its range of products: Rio and
Havana. Havana is a pure brown shade with golden highlights sure to please
consumers looking for a floor with an elegant, timeless look.
Rio and Havana are offered with Mirage Admiration Collection and are
available on Yellow Birch, Red Oak, and Maple in Classic technology in 3-1/4”
and 4-1/4” widths, on Red Oak and Maple in Engineered technology in 5” and
6-1/2” widths, and in Lock technology in a 4-5/16” width.
For more information, visit www.miragefloors.com.
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Negro Tebas Suede
by Cosentino
Cosentino introduces the Silestone Suede finish, a one of a kind
matte surface with a distinctive design aesthetic. With over 50
different colours, the material is ideal for use as worktops and
tiling. Showcased here is the Negro Tebas, finished in Suede. It is a
remarkable textured surface that offers a uniquely soft touch and
effect that is pure beauty and luxury. Suede is a luxurious matt finish,
no additional product is required to enhance its beautiful color and
tone. This finish is perfect for countertops or tiling.
For more information, visit www.silestone.com.sg.
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by Originalstyle
The geometric Victorian Floor Tile range is
made up of individual tile pieces in various
colours and shapes. Just launched are new
shades, tile shapes and patterns to show
how all styles of home can be updated
with this type of flooring. Customers may
choose from a pre-designed pattern or
create something entirely bespoke. All
Salisbury printed tiles are presented in
a tasteful monochrome palette and are
beautifully detailed.
www.originalstyle.com
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by Haddonstone
A traditional Victorian-style flooring system
which can be seen to best effect if ordered
in contrasting colours. This striking tile
is made from cast stone, picture shows
Portland tiles with Slate inserts. It is
also available in Bath (creamy-yellow),
Terracotta and Coade (honey-yellow)
colours.
www.haddonstone.com
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by Alhambra Home & Garden
This remarkable carpet-effect porcelain tile
measures a whopping 1m x 1m per tile.
Unabashedly Victorian and rustic at the
same time, the color scheme is reminiscent
of a globe – blue for the waters and varying
shades of brown for the lands.
www.alhambrahome.co.uk
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by Caesarstone
Caesarstone SEA presents his six proudest
colors yet, fresh out of his Classico
collection. This includes three additional
Supernatural designs which feature
exclusive veins, made using Caesarstone’s
proprietary technology and two new
Concrete designs. Highlighted here is the
regal Taj Royale – a true gesture to the
beauty of nature, exhibiting soft textures,
delicate veins, rich depths and warm hues
against an inspired marble aesthetic.
www.caesarstone.sg
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by Cosentino
Cosentino introduces the Silestone Suede
finish, a one of a kind matte surface with
a distinctive design aesthetic. Elegant
and soft to the touch, it performs
extraordinarily against stains with great
colour consistency. Showcased here is
the Doradus, part of Silestone’s Nebula
colour collection. Inspired by the Nebula,
a celestial phenomenon because of
its aesthetic halo of supernatural light,
leading to the formation of stars. Uniform
veins are present throughout the volume,
coupled with defined contrasts in multicolour effects. It comes in diffused colours
and in naturally beautiful original forms.
www.silestone.com.sg
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ELEVATED
BATHROOM SPACES
Product Highlights: Inspira by Roca,
R1 by Rexa, Silestone by Cosentino,
Mandello 114 Volo by Victoria & Albert,
Eyecatcher by Duravit

What makes a bathroom?
A sink, a bathtub and a water closet, perhaps. Some
of us could argue that showers play a vital role too.
Others would add that that the medicine cabinet
deserves a place. Each of these elements are no less
important than the last, but for me, I have a favourite.
For me, I think it’s the mirror.
After all, a bathroom is the first place you head to
when you awake every morning. What better way
to remind yourself to start a new day right, than
by looking at yourself first thing in the morning as
you go through the rituals, cleaning up in time for a
fantastic new day? Playing no favourites, we explore
five bathrooms focused on each of these deserving
elements.
Here is a selection of different bathroom spaces,
varying inmood and style, all focusing on different
aspects of what makes what a bathroom.
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R1 BY REXA DESIGN
R1 is an integrated and comprehensive project of
Rexa Design that includes storage units as well as
functional elements such as bathtub, shower and
washbasin. With R1 are available all the elements to
design a bathroom that will meet the needs in the
interior design of private and of residential contract.
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INSPIRA BY ROCA
With real applications and real
customer needs in mind, Roca
has developed a new type of
product collection. A balance
of aesthetic and functional
statements developed to support
interior design without interfering
with the style request of a highdemanding segment. Experience
with us this new level of flexibility.
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EYECATCHER BY DURAVIT
Mirrors are almost indispensable in our daily
life. No need to make them bland or give
them an inferior role in the overall concept
of space, for mirrors are real show-offs, too.
The L-Cube mirror with its circumferential
non-glare 480 LUX LED light frame stands
out and perfectly sets the scene.
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MANDELLO 114 VOLO BY VICTORIA + ALBERT BATHS
The latest additions to this tasteful range include two wall-hung
versions without legs, for homeowners who prefer a pared down
elegance to their bathroom aesthetic. The first is the Mandello 114
Volo – identical to the Mandello 114, except with the absence of legs,
while the second is the Mandello 114 Volo Glass. The latter shares the
same distinct design as the Mandello 114 Volo, but with an engineered
glass top instead of an integrated basin, allowing users to pair it with
any of Victoria + Albert’s vessel basins.
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SILESTONE BY COSENTINO
Silestone is a compound made up of 94% natural quartz, which
make it extraordinarily hard and resilient. It is an excellent surface
for kitchen countertops, bathrooms, floors and wall cladding
using the minimum number of joints. With its sleek finish and
hardy quality, it offers a touch of elegance to any room.
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HANSGROHE TALIS
SELECT S100 MIXER
BY HANSGROHE
This is now a thing of the past
with the new Hansgrohe Talis
Select. The secret lies in a simple
button on the upper side of the
washbasin mixer. It can easily
and intuitively be operated using
your hand, wrist, elbow or arm.
And to make things even better,
Talis Select mixers are available in
a range of different of heights. It
is no wonder this design brought
home both the Reddot Award
2015 and Design Plus 2015.
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AXOR CITTERIO E
SINGLE LEVER
BASIN MIXER 250
BY HANSGROHE
Aesthetic
appeal,
sophisticated
functionality
and
outstanding
workmanship: with Axor Citterio E,
Philippe Grohe and Italian architect/
designer Antonio Citterio introduced
a new collection of bathroom fixtures
that exude elegance, high quality and
worth. Axor One allows a completely
fresh interpretation of water control:
by consolidating many individual
controls into one simple element,
it streamlines both the look and
functionality of the bathroom. It won
high praise from the community,
earning it three awards – the Reddot
Design Award 2015, Reddot Design
Award 2016, German Design Award
Special 2016.

HANSGROHE RAINMAKER SELECT 460 BY HANSGROHE
Their concept’s lightness is accentuated by dialogue with the chunky, elegant and
transparent plastic of furnishing accessories: stools/side tables, stackable units, shelves,
mirrors and lamps. Just like phrases for effect in a conversation, they stand out for their
irony. They are nomadic, versatile and, depending on their colour, they can change
the mood of the bathroom. The complementary accessories carried conceptions of
their own: blue adds the strength of serenity, tangerine orange gives a sun-like accent,
amber adds body, smoky ink outlines profiles like eye liner, while full-on white and
black are structurally imposing compared to the transparent lack of structure.
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RWH-2388BHP BY RUBINE
Rubine’s popular BOW RAIN series is its most versatile piece yet, blending and matching
stunningly with any bathroom décor. With its sleek built-in, UL-approved booster pump,
the heater readily assists in pumping up the water pressure, where the water flow rate
is variable. The formidable 120mm water-saving chromed hand shower and matching
250mm rain shower set comes with 2 water saver chips, maintaining the water flow rate
and saving water by up to an impressive 50%. The anti-twist flexible hose promises a
loop and knot-free experience, while the extra durable tube connector can withstand
high water pressure from leakages. Nail-free and glue-free, this shower caddy (to be
purchased separately) takes only two steps to install, bearing 5kg. Both BOW RAIN and
shower caddy are available in black and white.
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by Kon Sanitary
KON is the floor drain of 59# copper or 304#
stainless steel production, one of the most
ideal materials for floor drains. KON odor
floor drain uses the materials ABS plastic
and stainless steel 304#. ABS plastic material
is equipped with impact resistance, heat
resistance, low temperature resistance and
other properties. To maintain good working
stability, a suggested temperate range of
–40~100 degree celsius. The stainless steel
material with high temperature resistance
ensures a long service life.
www.kon.com.cn
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by Roca
This faucet collection, which stands out for
its elegance and versatility, includes flow
limiters to 5 litres per minute as well as
the Cold Start technology that guarantee
greater water and energy savings. Also,
with the aim of providing more comfort,
the shower mixer can be equipped with
a clip-on shelf, allowing you to have your
showering essentials close to hand.
www.roca.sg
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by Elkay
Cast brass’ pleasing copper look makes for
a luxurious spa-inspired bathroom. Similar
to copper, brass offers a vintage style with a
living finish that naturally tarnishes to form
a unique patina. Each original cast brass
sink is intricately handcrafted – each of
them different in texture, color and finish.
www.elkay.com
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by Bravat Singapore
Named for the solidification of twisted
metal during its manufacturing process,
the TWIST collection was inspired by the
elegant dance, Flemenco. Embodying
passion coexisting with calmness, Twist
is reminiscent of flowing water. Able to
infuse the space with an enthusiastic and
romantic mood, the impressive and vivid
collection truly personifies the graceful
movements of the dance from which it is
named.
www.bravat.com.sg
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by Ere123
High-quality, durable and environmentallyfriendly surfaces: Interior and exterior
walls in wood, a roof with cedar shingles
and wood and concrete floors are among
the best choices. The teak cabinets
adds a streak of classic to the bathroom,
complementing the sleek ceramic sink
effortlessly.
www.ere132.com
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SILVERDALE VICTORIAN
INCALUX
by Silverdale
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

Exquisite style and enchanting charm come together in this
beautifully elegant Victorian Monobloc Basin Mixer Tap with
Pop Up Waste from Silverdale. Made from high quality solid
brass, this magnificent and remarkably defining basin mixer tap
will elevate the glamour quotient of your bathroom.

BROOKLYN
by Watermark Designs
www.watermark-designs.com

The Brooklyn faucet was inspired by mid-century gate valves
— something the designers see around them every day living
and working in Brooklyn and NYC. The handles resemble
spokes connected to the axle of a Ferris wheel and the entire
collection radiates a distinct, historical style treasured by
urban loyalists. Since its introduction, the faucet has gained
in popularity and was featured in the South Street Seaport
Museum’s exhibit on products made in New York City.

THE ART OF GOLD
by THG
www.thg.fr

Natural shades, high-quality materials and refined designs are
the essence of THG’s signature style. Their stunning range of
gold bathroom fittings, accessories, basins, showers and taps
bring a touch of elegance to any bathrooms.
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SHOWERTABLET SELECT 700
by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

Hansgrohe’s new ShowerTablet Select 700 convinces with
its generous storage space in the shower. Thanks to this
combination there is no need to invest in and install an additional
shower shelf; there is plenty of room for shampoo bottles, soap
and a shaver on the 70 centimetre wide shelf. The surface of
white glass and the thermostat’s timeless, architectural form
enable it to blend elegantly into the bathroom environment
and make it a highlight in the shower.

ESSENTIAL
by Roca
www.roca.sg

The best option whether to enjoy a relaxing or invigorating shower,
depending on the time of day. This hydromassage column has an
attractive design of pure lines and several options to control both
the temperature and the water flow.

BRANCHY
by Primy Corporation
www.primyonline.com

The unusual shape and thought-out functionality of the awwrdwinning Branchy shower make it a wonderful addition to any
bathroom space. The defining feature of the shower is its branchlike shape. Ensuring a smooth and flexible shower experience for
users, the multi-functional shower conveniently emits two jets of
water.
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SYMPHONY
by Maison Valentina
www.maisonvalentina.net

With a vision to understand the past and interpret it through
cutting-edge technology and contemporary design, we have
created this emotionally bathtub passionately inspired by
music. Handcrafted with the finest materials, this breathtaking
piece is of genuine style, ensuring mystery and elegance. The
golden gives a luxury touch to every bathroom.

HALL
by Roca
www.roca.sg

A design ideal for complex and virtually impossible spaces
that adapts perfectly and faces up to the challenges posed
by modern-day interiors to achieve a maximum adaptability
whose only contribution is positive, without compromising on
design.

MORAR
by Drumonds
www.drummonds-uk.com

The Morar is a modern re-working of the classic slipper bath,
which gained popularity during the late nineteenth century.
Designed for Drummonds by KLC student, Victoria Richmond,
this bath features a high sloping back for a comfortable soak.
Like all Drummonds products, Morar is hand-crafted from cast
iron giving it natural texture. A silver, shiny smooth surface is
revealed by polishing the cast iron exterior of the bath to the
finest grade.
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SCREEN
by Sanindusa
www.sanindusa.pt

The shower enclosure with 8mm tempered glass and total
height of 2050 mm, is compatible with shower trays with a
length of 100, 120, 140 and 160 cm and depth of 70 to 90
cm. The glass panel is supported by an aluminium gutter and
2 wall-to-glass extensive support bars in stainless steel. The
application of the shower enclosure can be done directly on
the floor or on the shower tray.

GIANO
by Rexa Design
www.rexadesign.it

Giano is a collection comprising square and simple shapes, with
vanity units that introduces the use of HPL for the front of drawers;
this noble material is used also for the slats of shower tray and for
the elements normally in contact with water.

CAMPO
by Planit
www.planit.it

Campo is a simple surface in Corian®m with almost
imperceptible slope, that channels water, and attention, toward
the flush central drain cover. Four simple straight lines, one per
side. The shower tray with the minimum height of 30mm varies
based on length and depth.
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INSPIRA
by Roca
www.roca.sg

Roca’s Inspira comes with full extraction drawers with
soft close rails. Its space saving siphon allows full usability
of drawers with no cut-outs. Internal organizers and
accessories boxes jazz up the unit, with maximum flexibility
in coordination with the Inspira Washbasin Range.

FIR
by FIR Italia
www.fir-italia.it

Fir Italia washbasin and sink taps contribute to water saving,
helping each of us in the drastic reduction of unnecessary
water consumption. With the entry of the new general
catalogue 2016-17, Fir Italia has decided to install standard, on
any washbasin and sink mixer, an aerator with a limiter which
reduces the flow rate to 6 l / m. A “green” solution that brings
a saving of about 50% of the consumption in terms of water
delivered.

UNDERMOUNT COPPER
SINK
by Elkay
www.elkay.com

Elkay’s undermount copper sink is a gorgeous copper, with a
antique hammered finished. The regal copper adds a touch
of drama and character, oozing in old-world charm. The
patina grows rich with time, giving it a worn, aged look. Light
scratches would blend in smoothly with the unique finish
pattern. It comes equipped with sound dampening pads to
minimize noise.
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KHROMA
by Roca
www.roca.sg

Colour and texture at the service of the senses. Conceived
by the Austrian designer Erwin Leo Himmel, this collection
has opted for intense colours to imbue the bathroom space
with happiness and a free-and-easy air. What is more, its
harmonious forms and textured finishes appeal to the
most demanding sense of touch. Vincent Gregoire, creative
manager of the renowned agency Nelly, has chosen a range
of colour schemes to make this series a genuine gift for the
senses.

J-SHOWERLLETE
by AISIN Japan
www.aisin.com.sg

Designed with simplicity and for daily use, the Aisin showerllete’s
auto-wash requires no electricity. The product comes in
convenient cash and carry model, armed with complete kits to
plug into for immediate use. The J-Bidet is compact in size with
an adjustable bolt pitch, effectively employing the self-cleaning
method without annual replacement filters. It is user-friendly
to both the disabled and sight impaired. The J-Showerllete
provides users an ultimate cleaning experience and it has
produced more than 10 million units for worldwide distribution
since 1976 under strict TOYOTA standard quality control.

SILVERDALE VICTORIAN
by Silverdale
www.silverdalebathrooms.co.uk

Silverdale’s Victorian Wall Mounted Bidet is practical, easy
to install, use and maintain. In a classic design that provides
comfort unfailingly, this single tap-hole white beauty is
constructed with care using traditional hand-craft method to
achieve an impressive look. It can be optionally availed with
the manufacturers’ prestigious logo on its surface.
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AXOR ONE
by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

Axor One – the brand’s first all-in-one interactive shower
control element – is a masterpiece of intuition, a confident,
and yet unobtrusive statement in the shower. Generously
proportioned, but fascinatingly clean, it is a focal point for the
senses – a haven of tranquility in tomorrow’s shower space.

AMORA
by Ronbow
www.ronbow.com

The Amora vanity comes in additional finishes, each changing
the appearance and characteristics of the unit: vanity exterior
includes White or Oak Toscana with brushed nickel metal inlays.
No detail is overlooked, as each metal inlay finish has been
specifically chosen and paired with each finish to make the
vanity design pop.

COLD START
TECHNOLOGY
by Roca
www.roca.sg

ROCA’s Cold Start is an innovative tap system that turns on the
faucet with cold water. The opening of the lever to the right is
blocked, which is why water flows cold from the front opening
position. If the lever is turned towards the left, water obtained
will be gradually hotter. This way, there are not only water
savings, but also in energy, since we are preventing the heater
from firing up unnecessarily. This technology is also available
with an innovative progressive cartridge that does the same
function but with a wheel control.
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METRIS SELECT MIXER (KITCHEN) by hansgrohe

kitchen feature| kitchen space showcase

KITCHEN
SPACE
SHOWCASE
Product Highlights: Garden Void House by Alva Roy Architects, Vogue
Metal by Binova, Metris Select Mixer and Axor Citterio Select Kitchen
Mixer by Hansgrohe, Pitt by Reginox, WMF NATURamic by WMF

Looking for a complete kitchen overhaul?
The kitchen is, after all, the most important room in a home. Where else
can you prepare yourself pampering meals after a long day? In fact, kitchen
remodeling is one of the most sought-after requests. We want more tech –
an in-built oven, a concealable grill, maybe a sliding cupboard. While we are
at it, we are thinking of a new coat of color, a new style addition.
This issue, we explore something special. Instead of taking apart the kitchen
elements and highlighting them piece by piece, we are exploring full
makeovers. From space-age kitchens to café-styled pantries, each of these
kitchens have their own distinctive feature to bring to the (dining) table.
Here are six kitchen overhaul muses, which are you most inspired by?
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Garden Void House
by Alva Roy Architects

The kitchen here is trendy, employing
elements of marble and half-bleached teak.
The space was built to marry the architectural
design and vision with the functionality
requirements outlined by client. As a result,
Alva Roy Architects created a modern kitchen
that dedicated to the client’s desires while
adding a spiritual feeling to the space through
interior gardening and an exterior green
courtyard at the basement level. It transforms
the traditional sense of what a kitchen is, no
longer the surrounding, but the center of the
home and the house surrounded the kitchen.
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Vogue Metal
by Binova

With its vogue design project, Binova presents
architectural element that redefine the kitchen
space. More open, more lightweight and more
functional, the fronts of the island have a
titanium metallic lacquerwork finish, elevating
the entire kitchen to a new level. The tall units
contain not only functional elements such as
ovens and refrigerators but also open shelving
for the living area, done in smooth Canaletto
walnut veneer.
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Hansgrohe Metris
Select Mixer
(Kitchen)
by Hansgrohe

Mixer specialist Hansgrohe is introducing
unprecedented freedom of movement to the
kitchen in the form of its Metris Select kitchen
mixer. Its Select button means that the water
can be turned on and off even while you’re on
the go, without impeding the flow of work.
This proves that fun and convenience can
indeed go hand in hand, even when tackling
kitchen chores.
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Axor Citterio Select
Kitchen Mixer
by Hansgrohe

A dual benefit for ambitious amateur and
professional chefs: with the new Axor Citterio
Select kitchen mixers, Axor relies on highquality design paired with convenience and
freedom of movement at the kitchen sink.
From now on the water flow can be opened
and closed using the Select button located on
the front end of the mixer; temperature and
volume can be pre-set.
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Pitt

by Reginox
Derived from the limitation of traditional
cooking hobs and stoves, PITT by Reginox
is a revolutionary innovation that perfectly
illustrates no boundaries in design with
functionality .Known as the brand’s trusty
integrated burner, PITT by Reginox unveiled
its new burner models which have undergone
rigorous tests and studies to customise the
ideal design catered for Asian market. The Asian
models offer optimal cooking experience, with
their powerful and multifunctional burners
feature power range from 0.2kw to maximum
of 5kw while increasing burning efficiency up
to 30% which greatly cater to cooking habits
of Asian culture.
www.pittbyreginox.com
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WMF NATURamic
by WMF

WMF NATURamic is WMF’s most premium
range of cookware that promises to retain
the natural goodness of the ingredients. It is
made with natural technologically advanced
ceramic with a steel core and is 100% nickelfree, perfect for those who are allergic to
nickel and are safe for young children too.
Plus, it saves energy by providing quick and
uniform heat conduction and optimum heat
retention, allowing ingredients to retains their
taste, texture and various flavours as shorter
cooking time is required.
www.wmf.sg
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by Decesare Design Group
The Arizona Organic kitchen is one of the
most stylish offerings from the Decesare
Design Group. They caught onto the marble
trend early, providing the background to
the basin. Elements of nature dot the place,
complemented by the white cupboards.
Armed with a statement light fixture and
boldly colored chairs, this kitchen is one to
stun.
www.decesaredesigngroup.com
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by Elkay
Elkay’s innovative Mystic River Sink
takes a cue from water itself with its
naturally flowing shape and organic
feel. The resulting gentle designs stand
out beautifully, crafting a distinctive yet
softened transitional statement. It features
a stainless steel material of lustrous
highlighted satin finish. It is a formidable
piece to elevate any kitchen space. Besides
this, the Mystic River Sink is also available in
copper with an antique hammered finish designed to serve market needs.
www.elkay.com
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SERVICE A FONDUE
MAUVIEL
marketed by Comptoir des Industries Francaises
www.coin-fr.com

The Service a Fondue by Mauviel is made proudly in France, as
part of their M Heritage collection. Clad sleekly in stainless steel
and copper, this classy addition makes dessert at the table an
absolute treat.

KITCHENAID MULTI COOKER
EMPIRE RED 2
marketed by KitchenAid
www.kitchenaid.com

The KitchenAid Cooker Empire Red is the ultimate all-inone cooking system to simply create everyday dishes, one
pot wonders, or gourmet masterpieces. Promising unlimited
opportunities from a multi-functional tool in the kitchen, it
guarantees consistent results every time. Make great cooking
simple!

ALESSI NEOPOLITAN
COFFEE MAKER
marketed by Black by Design Ltd
www.black-by-design.co.uk

One of the most complex and lengthy design stories in history, the
Neopolitan coffee maker over the years has had over two hundred
working prototypes but it was not until Riccardo Dalisi brought his
conceptual experience of high craftsmanship to the table did it
lead to the coffee maker you see here.
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EFH 9731 HM VGB
marketed by Casa
www.ef.com.sg

(S) Pte Ltd

With the new EF glass hob, you will be better equipped in
preparing a feast with sumptuous dishes. This sleek and elegant
looking black tempered glass hob comes with three burners,
out of which two are specially designed for Asian cooking in
mind. Other than generating the needed 4.5 kw power for
Asian cooking, these 2 wok burners are also incorporated with
dual flame control which could be adjusted to cater to different
cooking needs. Notwithstanding that the burners are powerful,
these brass burners are designed to perform efficiently, hence
making them energy saving. This latest 90 cm built-in glass hob
truly serves not only as a classy but functional addition to any
kitchen.

SMEG BLV2AZA-2
marketed by Designbotschaft
www.designbotschaft.com

The SMEG dishwaher is equipped with the latest technology
for excellent cleaning results. A look into the dishwasher will
reveal an interior made entirely in stainless steel. Other elements
include the cutlery basket, a fold-down tray for cups and a push
button for adjustment of the upper basket.

MX850 GRILL
marketed by Mulex
www.mulex.de

For every occasion indeed: the MX 850 combines compact design
and a large BBQ area. Grilling with Mulex contact grills is efficient;
tender fish and crisp vegetables are cooked quickly yet gently.
Stainless steel and matt brushed, the Mulex contact grill is a great
alternative to conventional charcoal and conventional electric
grills.
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HANSGROHE METRIS
SELECT MIXER
marketed by Hansgrohe
www.hansgrohe.com.sg

As with conventional single lever mixers, with Metris Select
you also turn on the water flow at the handle and set the
required temperature and water amount. However, the user
can subsequently terminate the flow of water on and off via the
Select button which is located on the front of the spout.

PEGASI SINK MIXER CURVE
marketed by Faucet Strommen
www.faucetstrommen.com.au

The Pegasi Sink Mixer Curve is built in Australia. Equipped with a
flowstep-life 2 stage water saving valve cartridge, this seductive
rose gold piece is made of a solid brass construction. The swivel
sprout comes in a concealed aerator and can reach up to 200. It
is guaranteed with a 5 year warranty.

NEMO R
marketed by MGS
www.mgstaps.com

The Nemo faucet makes a bold minimalist statement with a curved
spout that flattens into a horizontal form with a downward gaze.
A unique faucet-mounted lever provides easy, one-hand control
of water flow and temperature while having the added advantage
of being able to direct water flow with the same hand. With easy
removal from its base for clean-up, the Nemo is available in two
heights: 8" (Nemo R) and 12" (Nemo RH). The faucet is available
in Black Steel, brushed or polished solid stainless steel as well as
recently introduced finishes of Antique Brass, Copper and Gold.
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INTEGRITY
marketed by Cosentino
www.silestone.com.sg

No pieces, no creases, no limits; Integrity wants your kitchen to be
whole; a place where there is no start or finish. Integrity gives you
the sensation of unity, of perfect integration with the rest of the
elements of your worktop.

STAINLESS STEEL BAR SINK
marketed by Stone Forest
www.stoneforest.com

If you love plated nickel bar sinks, but are concerned with the
durability of the finish, here is Stone Forest’s solution. The sink
is made from 18 gauge stainless steel with hammered interior.
Available as an under or over-mount. Dimensions: 7.5h” x 15”w x
15”d overall and interior dimensions are: 7”h x 13”w x 13”d. The
finish is available as either brushed or polished.

STAINLESS STEEL
KITCHEN SINK
marketed by Roca
www.roca.sg

The X-Tra stainless steel kitchen sink from Roca offers a wide variety
of thoughtful possibilities designed to increase your pleasure in
the kitchen. To suit your lifestyle and needs you can choose from a
stainless steel sink in single or double or half size versions, flattened
or angled, perforated, or with a section for draining. There is even a
coordinating glass top which allows you to make use of the space
over the sink as a countertop when required. Ever so practical, but
with an eye for design, the X-tra kitchen sink is uncomplicated, but
far from commonplace.
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OIL & VINEGAR SET
marketed by Esque Studio
www.ahalife.com

Update your table setting with this hand-blown glass oil and
vinegar set. These clear-chambered glass add a modern, yet
elegant look to any kitchen or dining room. Made in the United
States, these hand-blown glass oil and vinegar serving set is
available with spout or without spout.

WHISKY CONNOISSEUR SET
AND WALNUT TRAY
marketed by LSA Islay
www.black-by-design.co.uk

This gorgeous whisky set from LSA's Whisky range is the perfect
way to enjoy your favourite whisky. Includes a decanter, two
tumblers, a water jug for those who enjoy a drop of water with
their favourite whisky and two nosing glasses, complete with
covers.

ALESSI GIA17
FLASCHENKÜHLER
marketed by Einrichten
www.einrichten-design.de

Amaze your guests with this elegant wine cooler. Champagne,
wine and other drinks can be kept easily cool in this luxuriously
designed piece, without making tiresome trips to the refrigerator.
Designer Giulio Lacchetti shaped the cooler to snugly fit 5.
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6 - 8 October 2016
Myanmar Event Park (MEP)
Yangon, Myanmar

Myanmar Build & Décor is the industry platform for education,
knowledge exchange and sharing as well as the best source for
building materials, interior design, furniture and décor. A must-visit
for Myanmar Building & Construction industry.
Myanmar Build & Décor was successfully launched in 2014 and
expanded its size with a 60% growth rate in 2015. The exhibition
showcased 160 companies from Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia,
Vietnam and Myanmar. From the 2 inarguable successful editions,
Myanmar Builld & Décor 2016 will be held again on 6-8 October
2016 at Myanmar Event Park (MEP) in Yangon, Myanmar.
About Myanmar
Myanmar, a republic in South-East Asia, bounded on the north by
Tibet Autonomous Region of China; on the east by China, Laos, and
Thailand; on the south by the Andama Sea and the Bay of Bengal;
and on the west by the Bay of Bengal, Bangladesh, and India. It
is officially known as the Union of Myanmar. The coastal region is
known as Lower Myanmar, while the interior region is known as
Upper Myanmar. The total area of the country is 676,578 square km
(261,218 square miles).
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Industry at a glance
• Rapid inflow of foreign direct Investment (FDI). FDI was projected
at 5 Billion USD for 2014-2015 but was easily beaten with 8.1
billion US
• Driven urbanization for residential projects by the government
• Increase in usage and demand of building materials due to
urbanization
• Myanmar’s construction forecasted to reach at least US$ 6.6
Billion USD by 2018 with over 8% annual growing rate for the
next 5 years
• Yangon with the estimated pollution of 7.3 million, has been
ranked as one of Asia’s top 5 emerging investment spots by Asia
Property Report
By 2040, Yangon is expected to join the ranks among other
mega cities around the world, estimated of more than 10 million
population
Visitors Profile
Architects l Landscape Architects
Building & Maintenance
Commercial Buildings l Apartments l Condominium
Construction Companies
Contractors
Engineers
Hotels and Resort Owners
Interior Designers
Property Developers
Traders l Distributors l Importers
Exhibitors Profile
Building and Construction Materials l Tools & Equipment
Cement l Concrete materials
Electrical System and Appliances l Security System & Equipment
Furniture l Interior l Decoration
Landscaping l Swimming Pool and System
Lights l Lamps l AV and Sound System
Paint Color l Glass l Wall l Curtain l Lumber l Flooring
Piping l Drainage l Ventilation l Utilities System and Installation
Roof l Insulation l Sealants
Sanitary ware l Kitchen ware
Tiles and Stones
Wiring & Cabling
About Venue
Myanmar Event Park (MEP) is approximately 17 km from Yangon
International Airport and 3.5 km to the heart of Yangon surrounded
by important spots such as Shwe Dagon Pagoda.
Address: Near Myaynigone Car Park, Shin Saw Pu (Winsor) Road,
Dagon Township, Yangon, Myanmar
About the Organizer
ICVeX is a professional exhibition organizer registered in Thailand
and a subsidiary of Index Creative Village which is well known as
world’s 7th ranking event company. ICVeX organized a few trade
exhibitions in Myanmar since year 2014 such as Myanmar FoodBev,
Myanmar HoReCa, Myanmar MediHealth and Myanmar Build
&Décor.
With professionally experienced team of management and staff,
added by our extensive business network in Myanmar including a
local office in Yangon, we are confident in delivering high quality
business platform through our exhibitions.
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23 - 26 May 2016
Dubai World Trade Centre
Dubai, UAE

H.H. Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum opens Middle
East Stone and Middle East Covering
Middle East Stone and Middle East Covering, the MENA region’s
most dedicated events for the stone, interior surface materials,
marble and ceramic industries was inaugurated by that H.H. Sheikh
Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Deputy Ruler of Dubai and UAE
Minister of Finance today at the Dubai World Trade Centre.
The shows were also officially endorsed by Dubai SME, the agency
of the Department of Economic Development (DED) in Dubai
mandated to develop the small and medium enterprise (SME)
sector, which has also confirmed their participation in the event.
“The SME community in Dubai has remarkable strengths in terms
of enterprise diversity as well as innovation, and for Dubai SME,
a major focus is on providing the right avenues for our SMEs to
showcase their capabilities to wider regional and international
audiences. Our support to the Middle East Stone and Middle
East Covering exhibitions will support a critical and fast-growing
industry sector, while opening another front for our SMEs to
demonstrate their resources in this sector,” said Abdul Baset Al
Janahi, CEO of Dubai SME.
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The Middle East Covering and the Middle East Stone Shows are
running from May 23-26 at Sheikh Saeed Halls in DWTC. The shows
include two free to attend educational events (taking place inside
the halls during the shows) namely: The Designers’ Forum and CPD
Workshops.
These features, which run from 11:00am to 4:00pm daily, present
a dynamic platform to share information and inspiration among
interior designers, architects, manufacturers, contractors and the
wider design community.
The educational features will be hosted by more than 40
international speakers and explore new trends in wall and floor
covering surface designs, sustainability, the latest in stone interior
and exterior surfaces as well as provide insights into the stone and
covering needs of healthcare, hospitality and real estate facilities.
Last year, the events were highly successful and welcomed
more than 15,000 visitors from over 100 countries for 4 days of
networking, product research and knowledge sharing.
“Having Dubai SME endorse Middle East Stone and Middle East
Covering provides an important testament to the standing of the
shows,” said Yan Wang the Event Director of both shows at dmg
events.
“We are part of a progressive industry within the MENA region
where architects, designers, wholesalers and contractors converge
to source the most innovative materials available in the market. I
am pleased to have the Dubai Government on board to support
our platform for participants’ to showcase their incredible work,
innovative products and ideas.”
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REGI COLOURF
COLOUR. MADE IN HOLLAND
Stainless steel sinks are always the most popular choice of
o� kitchen sinks due to its durability7
durability, versatility7
versatility, and easy maintenance4
maintenance. Nevertheless7
Nevertheless,
the growing demand in sophisticated kitchen design7
design, which often requires a bold colour7
colour, or unique �inish
finish for the kitchen sink has been the main
drawback to stainless steel sinks7
sinks, as its overall appearance will always have a silver �inish4
finish.
Reginox anticipated the rising needs of users throughout the years and �inally
finally came out with the breakthrough innovation—Regi Colour4
Colour.
By applying an advanced technique7
technique, the company has successfully produced superb coloured sink units7
units, which have a luxurious metallic and
pearlescent �inish4
finish. This debut is a milestone for stainless steel sink manufacturers7
manufacturers, as it is the �irst
first time that stainless steel sinks are available
in exciting new �inishes
colours, namely Midnight Sky7
Sky, Arctic White and Sahara Sand4
Sand.
finishes and shades4
shades. Regi Colour is available in three colours7
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